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Friday 8 May 2020 

NEWSLETTER V    E 

#VEDayAtHome has been trending on Twitter 

today.  Our special VE Day Bank Holiday has given 

us a beautiful day at home in the sunshine, and a 

wonderful chance to remember and reflect upon all 

that was achieved 75 years ago when WWII 

officially came to an end in Europe.  I do hope you 

have had the opportunity to acknowledge the day 

in some way, maybe even raising a toast with your 

family at 3:00pm. 

We sat in our garden as a family this afternoon and 

one of the things we reflected upon was how our 

world might remember the COVID-19 situation in 

75 years’ time.  Although a very different situation, I 

hope there may be tales of teamwork, resilience, 

aspiration, care and kindness that are talked about 

and passed on through the generations.  I wonder 

if, in 2095, any of our Pre-Prep children will 

remember the Year 2020 and be able to tell their 

grandchildren about a truly unusual time.  

75 years ago today, people gathered around radio 

sets, to hear Churchill announce VE Day,               

kick-starting national celebrations.  Although the 

mood was positive, Churchill urged people not to 

forget the toils and efforts that still lay ahead, nor 

the sacrifice of so many in reaching that point.  

Here in 2020, we are in difficult times, yet let’s 

ensure we still find ways to remember and show 

gratitude for those who fought and suffered many 

years ago.   

Please do enjoy your Bank Holiday weekend. 

 

Jon Akhurst 

Head 
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Nursery…  

Nursery children are making the most of the lovely sunny weather by planting lots of seeds and beans. The rain 
was really welcome to help encourage those little roots and shoots to appear. 
We have also been amazed at what good detectives the children are as they have used their increasing 
knowledge of animal footprints to try and identify which British mammals have been moving around their local 
area. 
 The children have created some wonderful art this week with woodland animals as their theme, using lots of 

different natural collage materials collected from their gardens or out on their walks.  

Edward made a fantastic fox with “5 eyes made out of stones, a bushy tail made out of pine cones and 4 stick 
legs.” He surrounded his foxy friend with a stick frame to complete his brilliant art work. 
 

The Nursery Team 
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YEAR 1 Reception...Paws, Claws and Roars!!! 

This week we have been learning about beautiful birds. We have seen tropical birds, hens in the garden and lots 
of lovely photographs of Reception children feeding ducks and swans by the river. We have thought about the 
different  features of birds and how they use their bodies to catch and eat their food.  

Oliver wrote: 'Eagles have talons and flamingoes sift for shrimp'.  

Felix has told us ' Owls have sharp claws and penguins are good at swimming.' Liam wrote  'Flamingoes have long 
necks and owls use their eyes'. We have hunted for colourful caterpillars in the garden to help us learn about 
camouflage and some of us made binoculars to help us look for birds in our gardens.  We have also enjoyed    
listening to some lovely stories about birds.  

 

The Reception Team 
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Year 1… Roots, Shoots and Muddy Boots! 
Year 1 children have had a busy week continuing their learning about plants in science. The focus this week was 
on the life cycle of a plant and the boys produced some wonderful work showing each stage of the life cycle 
with beautiful illustrations. We were very impressed with Theo sharing his learning about photosynthesis, 
germination and seed dispersal.  
 
In English this week we have been looking at the features of instruction writing. The children wrote some of 
their own instructions using bossy verbs to explain lots of games  and lovely recipes.   
 
Our topic in geography is “seasons and weather” and we have loved seeing the beautiful collages that have 
been made for a game of “guess the season”.  
 
In maths we have been using positional language to describe the location of our toys.  We are confident using 
the terms left, right, forwards and backwards. Year 1 organised their soft toys and Lego models in different 
ways and recorded videos of their work.  Later in the week, some of the children invented their own board 
games, Inspired by the games that they have been playing at home.    
 
Our PSHE focus this week was aspiration.  We designed our own aspiration balloons and wrote down the things 
that we are aiming to achieve.  Some of us are aiming for space travel to the moon, whilst others are dreaming 
about careers as professional athletes!  

We know that anything is possible.  

 

The Year 1 Team 
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Year 2 

This week, Year 2 children have been studying non-chronological 

reports.  They have created their own reports on an animal of 

their choice.  We have continued our Life Cycle topic and 

compared human and animal life cycles.  

The teachers have  really enjoyed seeing how the children’s pencil 
and sketching skills have developed and have loved looking at the 
sketches of WW2 aircrafts using the grid method.   As part of our 
WW2 topic, we have learnt about VE day and some children even 
pretended to be Winston Churchill, announcing Victory in Europe 
during a radio broadcast.   It has  been fantastic to see some of 
our Year 2 families getting involved in making bunting for VE day 
celebrations! 

 

The Year 2 Team 
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Art News... 

We have been delighted to see more beautiful 

creations this week… 

Ibby and Zaki painted a rainbow car! 

Harrison and Imogen did some lovely painting. 

Theo painted an amazing hedgehog!! 
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Sports News... 

 

Thomas and his brother Jack have been getting 

their laps in around the garden this week! 

Luca and his sister have been out on their bikes! 

Jono created an amazing obstacle course in his 

garden to keep fit! 

Theo has been out cycling! 
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Pets and Hobbies... 

Exciting news!  Arthur has an adorable new 

puppy. She is a Wire Haired Vizsla and her name 

is Hester.  She is going to be good friends with 

Arthur’s other dog  Purdey and Arthur is going to 

help to train her himself.  Hester is looking at 

Purdey in this photo. 

Well done to Jono for working on his Aircraft 

Badge for Beavers! 

Ishaan has been polishing up his chess skills ! 
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Cookery News... 

There were more amazing culinary creations from our children this 
week, as...  

Eloise made a dinosaur cake for bird week as Reception have been 
talking about how chickens are related to T-Rex! 

Alex H  encountered a LOT of chocolate making delicious chocolate 
fondants! 

Jack and Cameron made a fabulous looking cake together! 

And  

Aydin and Zayn helped their mummy to make a lovely green 
dinosaur cake for Zayn’s birthday! 
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YEAR 1 Outdoor Fun ... 

 
Harrison found a brilliant (and very wriggly) worm 

in his garden and Wilbur found a huge slug when 

he was out on a walk! 

Nathanael made a super-deluxe mini-beast hotel in 

his vegetable patch and Danny has grown some 

amazing herbs!   

Harley swung across a forest! 
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Your AMAZING Achievements...We are SO proud of you!! 

Danny made a chart where he set himself goals, 
one of which was to cycle two miles without          

stabilisers and without a break!   

And he did it! 

Lenny was determined to learn to ride his bike, 
after seeing some of his friends had succeeded 

and also listening to Mr Akhurst’s assembly on the 
subject of resilience!  Here he is on his bike! 

As you will know, we have sadly had to postpone the SPPA May Ball which was due to be held on 15th May 
2020.  Everyone who has paid for tickets should have received an email explaining the refund process.   

If you have not please contact us. 
 

We hope to see you all again soon. 
 

The SPPA  Team 
 

Email:  sppassoc@gmail.com 

SPPA News... 

mailto:sppassoc@gmail.com
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And Finally, Happy Birthday to... 

If you aren’t already following 
us on Twitter our handle is 
@shspreprep and we regularly 
update the account with news 
on the exciting activities in 
which the children are taking 
part. 

Happy Birthday to Zayn and 

Harley! 

Follow us on Twitter... 


